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3.1 LEARNING OUTCOMES

- Understand the essential components and capabilities of an intelligent system, following the intelligent agent model.
- Learn and be able to apply basic mechanisms and algorithms for solution search: non-informed and heuristic search,
approximate search (evolutionary algorithms, local search, etc), search in constraint-satisfaction problems and adversarial
search.
- Learn and be able to apply basic mechanisms of logic-based knowledge representation and reasoning.
- Learn and be able to apply concepts, models and basic algorithms of classical planning.
- Learn and be able to apply concepts, and basic algorithms of machine learning.
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4. OBJECTIVES

Learn the basic concepts and techniques of Artificial Intelligence (search and knowledge representation and their application to
planning and learning) and be able to apply such techniques to problems of academic nature but inspired in real-life problems.
Identify real-life problems that, given their computational complexity, goal imprecision, etc are appropriate to be solved using
artificial intelligence methods.
Provide enough knowledge to analyse a simple real problem and model it to be solved with Artificial Intelligence techniques , that
is, be able to abstract the relevant aspects of the problem and choose the adequate model to represent the problem and find
solutions.
Introduce the basic ideas and techniques underlying the design of intelligent computer systems, offering a global and unifying
view under the concept of intelligent agent.

6. COURSE ORGANIZATION

CONTENTS
1

Introduction: definition of AI, brief history and applications; concept of intelligent agent.

2

Search for problem solving:
- Introduction to search systems
- Informed search
- Local and approximate search
- Constraint satisfaction problems
- Adversarial search

3

Knowledge representation and reasoning:
- Logical agents
- Inference

4

Applications and extensions:
- Introduction to classical planning
- Introduction to learning

7. ASSESSMENT METHODS AND CRITERIA

Description

Type

Final Eval.

Reassessment %

Closed-book written exam including theoretical and
problem-solving questions.

Others

Yes

Yes

50,00

Programming assignments

Others

No

Yes

30,00

Coursework activities, such as essays, oral
presentations, problem solving, online quizzes, etc.

Others

No

No

20,00

TOTAL

100,00

Observations
The exact nature of coursework activities will depend on the course progress and the students' needs and interests. The goal
is to provide feedback to the students as well as coordinating coursework activities with the remaining courses.
The grades of the programming assignments can be regained by resubmitting the assignments with appropriate changes
before the extraordinary written exam.
Observations for part-time students
Part-time students must sit for the written exam with the rest of the students. For the remaining activities, alternative formulae
will be agreed between the student and the lecturer, taking into account the student's circumstances. The student will always
have the opportunity to regain the grades as the rest of students.
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